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**THE WEATHER**

**WASHINGTON, D.C.** — The warm weather pattern that has dominated the eastern third of the country during the past few months will continue at least through the weekend before being displaced by westerly winds in the coming week.

**LONDON, ENGLAND** — A high pressure area will move slowly across the country this week, bringing clear and dry weather with temperatures in the low 70s.

**BERLIN, GERMANY** — Expect cool temperatures and some rain in the coming days as the weather pattern shifts from the south to the north.

**CABUL TIMES**

**U.S., South Vietnam Make Joint Attack On North Vietnamese Bases But Deny Intention To Extend War**

The U.S. and South Vietnam have announced a joint attack on various North Vietnamese bases in the northern part of the country. However, both nations have denied any intention to extend the war beyond the current borders.

**Kabul To Torkham Highway To Be Opened Soon**

The road linking Kabul to Torkham, a major border crossing point with Pakistan, is expected to be opened soon. This will significantly improve transportation links and facilitate trade between the two countries.

**English Teachers**

Four full-time English teachers needed at Kabul University. Experience preferred but not essential. Procedure: application begins February 2nd, classes begin April 1. Contact Dr. Zaidi at the university.

**THE KING SIZE CIGARETTE OF INTERNATIONAL SUCCESS**

The king size cigarette of international success, preferred by the best in king size filter cigarettes. The best cigarettes in the world.

**CLASSIFIED ADS**

**Spinzer Hotel**

Every Saturday night from 11:00 to 13:00 p.m. at the coffee house of the Spinzer-Hotel just enjoy a western orchestra admission ticket A.R. 50 per person.

**STATE EXPRESS FILTER KINGS**

In the United States, as in all leading countries throughout the world, people who prefer the king size filter cigarette are asked for State Express Filter Kings...the best cigarette in the world.
Pozhawak Praises Trade Conference, Sees Disarmament As Most Important Issue

The Secretary-General of the United Nations, Mr. Trygve Lie, praised the recent Trade Conference and expressed his hope that the discussions would pave the way for a peaceful solution of the world's economic problems. He warned against the dangers of economic conflict and emphasized the need for cooperation among nations to ensure peace and prosperity.

Affari, the Polish Premier, in his speech at the conference, stressed the importance of international cooperation in the face of the current economic crisis. He urged the delegates to work towards a more just and equitable international economic order.

Other speakers at the conference included representatives from the United States, the Soviet Union, China, and Japan. They all emphasized the need for stronger economic ties among nations and the importance of regional cooperation in addressing economic problems.

The conference concluded with the adoption of a number of recommendations aimed at promoting international trade and economic cooperation. These recommendations included the establishment of a new international economic organization to replace the existing one.

In his closing remarks, Mr. Lie expressed confidence that the conference would be a significant step towards a more peaceful and prosperous world.
Hanoi Condemns Air Strikes By U.S., Calls Bombing "Barbarous"

Washington, D.C., Jan 31 - Hanoi's newspaper, the People's Daily, condemned an American air strike on Hanoi on Tuesday night, calling it "barbarous" and urging a return to peace negotiations.
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Shasti Appeals To Kosygin, Johnson To Meet, Discuss Settlement In Southeast Asia

Kabul, Tuesday, February 19, 1969

The Soviet Union's外贸 Minister, Soviet Minister for Foreign Trade, Leonid Brezhnev, and U.S. Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger, are expected to meet in Moscow on Tuesday, February 19, to discuss the situation in Southeast Asia.
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Kabul, Tuesday, February 19, 1969

Soviet and U.S. officials are expected to meet in Moscow on Tuesday, February 19, to discuss the situation in Southeast Asia.
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Weather

Kabul, Tuesday, February 19, 1969

The Kabul Times reports that the weather today is cloudy with a high of 32°C and a low of 15°C.
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